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27 [HDPG+13].

-day [HDPG+13].


3 [Hol12].

4 [Hae16].

6 [MFN23].

80th [Har11].

Danmarks [Sta11c]. Darmstadt [Dam18].
data [dVKR+23]. day [HPDG+13]. days
[dVKR+23]. death [IR17]. decades
[Wan22]. declination [ML16]. declining
[Kra15]. deformation [Car12]. Degree
[Cha18]. Degrees [Ekm16]. density
[Sma18]. designer [BN15]. Deutsche
[Sch23]. developer [NH12]. development
[BBJ11, EZ13, FS12, IZJ19, Med13, Puz19,
Sch10, Val17, Wan22, WKC18, ZW21].
different [Ant22, JIZ19b]. Dioscuri [FS17].
discovered [SN21]. discoveries [Mad23].
discovery [FS12, Her10, Ege24]. discrete
[FVZF14]. distribution [FVZF14].
disturbances [EB10]. Dobrowolski
[BBJ11]. Dr. [Har11, SG11]. draughtsman
[BN15]. drift [dVKR+23]. Düll [HPDG+13].
Durham [Apl18]. during
[GALGGL18, LGGAGL19, LGGAGLdA19,
Wan22, WR18, dVKR+23]. dynamics
[FVZF14].

earliest [DPR12]. Early [NT24, Nis10,
SN21, Car21, DC18, GALGGL18, Hae16,
Hol12, Hull11, IZJ19, LGGAGL19,
LGGAGLdA19, Nev14, Oks11, Ric12, SS11,
SL14, Spe21, Win23, WFBM19, ZW21].
Earth [Cha18, Edw16, Ozc20, CKC+22,
Edw16, Dec11, Ekm16, Kra15, MKSG10,
Sma18, Sud14]. earthquake [SBLW14].
East [Car14, Ert10]. Ebstorf [Pis14].
Editorial [AAE+10]. Eduard [Spe21].
education [JSBW16]. Edwin [Aal12].
Egeson [HCB+10]. Eighteenth
[RTR11, Ric12]. Eighteenth-Century
[Ric12, RTR11]. EISCAT [BGK+13, Hae16,
Hol12, Hull11, MFN23, Oks11, Wan22].
electric [Har20]. electrical [Apl20].
electricity [AH13, Ap18, BS+20, FS17,
HR22, HS23, HR24]. Elster [FS17].
emissions [EB19]. Empire [O014].
Endeavour [WR18]. Endurance
[dVKR+23]. Envelope [Mil09, Sch13].

Environmental [Fro10]. Environments
[BMvRS12, Wil15]. Erich [CW14].
Eskdalemuir [HR24]. Essay [CKC+22].
established [CH20]. establishment
[IZJ19]. estimate [Sma18]. Europe
[HGTJ21]. European [ZC18]. Euxinus
[Sch20]. eventful [Ric12]. Evolution
[Apl19a]. evolves [JIZ19a]. Expanding
[Kra15]. expansion [Edw16, Sud14].
expeditions [Ege24]. experienced [Jac22].
Explorer [Bre16, GMDM21, Hai83].
Extreme [Sch15].

fabrics [Car21]. facility [RS22]. facts
[SN21]. Father [PA12]. female [Jac22].
field [Ant22, FGFL12, MKSG10]. fields
[Dec11]. Finland [Bös21, NT24, Oks11].
Finnish [Nev14]. first [BBJ11, LASJ22,
PA12, RSD+13, Row23, Wan22]. flight
[RSD+13]. Fluid [Mil09, Sch13]. Forecast
[WKC18]. formation [And21]. forms
[FVZF14]. Foundation [Sch23, Win23].
founder [Gla20, IR17]. founding [EZ13].
fragile [Jac22]. Francisco [SBLW14].
Franz [Mei17]. French [BGK+13].
Friedrich [GT14, Gla20, Wit20, IR17].
frontier [SWGM+19]. Fürstenfeldbruck
[Sof15]. future [AFH+19, KSDJ19, MP19b].

Garmisch [HS23].
Garmisch-Partenkirchen [HS23]. gauge
[Row23]. gauge-based [Row23]. Gauss
[GT14, Wit20]. Gazelle [Gou22]. Geitel
[FS17]. General [GT14]. Geo
[Jor11, Sta11b]. Geodesy
[JIZ19b, Edw16, IR17, DÅ19]. Geodetic
[Puz19, HS21]. geographic [Mar11, Mar12].
Geographical [JSBW16, San17].
Geographike [Mar11, Mar12]. Geography
[Sch20, Mar16, Sch18]. geologic
[Aal12, Aal15]. geological [CKC+22].
geologist [GMDM21, Mul24]. geologists
[Ric12]. Geology [RTR11, Ric12].
Geomagnetic [Sof15, EB10, HVR23].
Lin23a, Lin23b, SWS10. geomagnetism [Kot18, SG11]. Geophysical [BSB+20, Böös21, Gla20, HR22, HR24, LGS+20, NT24, ACFJ13, Mat13, Len21].


Hooke [Ric12]. human [HDPE+13]. Humboldt [MKSG10]. Hungary [BSB+20].


IUGG [IIZ19, JIZB+19, JIZ19a].


Jicamarca [WFBM19]. Johann [S111].
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